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PREFACE

This is to the 17th edition Seminar Abstracts since Kenyatta University started having events on the University’s Annual Calendar. This is an occasion on which students who have successfully completed their Masters and Ph.D degree programmes share their research findings with their peers and the University of scholars. The event gives the students an opportunity to show what they have achieved during their years of study.

This is always a time for celebration at Kenyatta University as it helps us to reflect on the achievements we have realized in the area of postgraduate education and research.

Any University worth its name can never underrate the component of postgraduate education in its learning programmes. We at Kenyatta University highly recognize this aspect and that is why we have strived over the years to ensure that these seminars are sustained. It is important, for all the presenters to know that this is only but the beginning of a long journey. They will be expected to generate more knowledge and disseminate the same. These seminar Abstracts will go along way to aid upcoming scholars walk down this path.

PROF. JUDITH N. WAUDO
DEAN, GRADUATE SCHOOL
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